




l. Introduction 

1.1. The Dilemma or "Well, that lesson was very boring" l. 

English teachers from schools with an intake of fifteen-year-olds with various educational 
backgrounds are all acquainted with a particular scenario: however slowly and carefUlly one 
explains, some learners cannot follow, while others are bored to tears2. The problem is most 
extreme on evening courses. In these classes, learners with a number of years of grammar-school 
English and experience in English-speaking countries sit alongside learners who never knew 
much English and have not given the subject a thought for years - maybe even for decades. The 
gap in knowledge of English grammar, ability in application and interest is therefore far wider 
than in classes of fifteen year olds. 
In the past the situation in the ASB (Abendschule f i r  Bautechnik) was aggravated by the fact 
that in the past during the last three years of the course there was only one forty-five minute 
English lesson a week. The majority of the students on such courses are under a lot of pressure: 
they work full-time during the day and many have families. Over the years I have taught various 
evening classes, but although teaching adults was generally most enjoyable, I never felt that I was 
approaching a solution to the general dilemma: To whom should I address the lesson? Can all 
learners follow? Are some learners bored by the simplicity? 

1.2. The ASK 

The dilemma in the ASK "Abendschule %r Kunsthandwerk" is similar, but the starting position 
better: the English teacher is given a fair innings. 
As this course only exists at the HTL I1 in Innsbruck, I feel that some information about the 
course is necessary at this point. 
The course was opened in 1985 on a trial basis (Schulversuch) and is offered to graduates of the 
four year college for artisans (Fachschule &r Kunsthandwerk). The students are painters, 
sculptors and joiners and take their University Entrance Examination in two parts. The first part 
of the examination is held at the end of the first two years and at this point students complete the 
courses in general subjects. They can elect to take the Oral Examination in German, English, 
Economics or Religious Knowledge. During the first year of the course, there are three English 
lessons a week and two in the second yea?. During the final year students concentrate on the 
practical subjects (atelier and technical drawing) and on those theoretical subjects (art history, 

' Statement made following a lesson on "lf-Sentences" by a young man attending an 
evening course in the building department (Abendschule fur Bautechnik, HTL 11, Innsbruck). As 
a result of a couple of years spent working in Australia his English was quite phenomenal and 
he was, in fact, top of the class in most subjects. Others commented after the same lesson 
that the subject matter had been well above their heads. 

After completing the concept for this paper, I became aware of the fact that the only 
paper on teaching English at a HTL published in 1994 deals with the same problem. Cf. Helga 
Siebenhofer: "Fur wen unterrichte ich?", IFF: Klagenfurt 1994. 

Technically speaking, the course is held on a term basis and students are given a 
certificate (Zeugnis) in February and in July. The subjects, however, remain the same for two 
terms, or one school-year, and it is therefore simpler to speak of "yearsn here. 




















































